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Spiraling Out of Control
by Michelle Mach

When Easy Wire editor Danielle Fox handed me a list of all the techniques that would 
be covered in the magazine (spirals, coils, jump rings, simple loops, wrapped loops, 
hammering), I set myself a personal challenge:  Could I use all those techniques in 
one simple project?  Spiraling Out of Control is my “yes!” response.

 FiniSheD Size:
 24”

 MaterialS:
4 size �� green metallic seed beads
2 �5 x 8mm green/copper glass beads
� 25 mm textured copper dangle
2 3mm corrugated copper beads
6” copper 24-guage wire
3 2” copper 2�-guage eye pins
2 5mm copper jump ring
� 6x4mm oval copper jump ring
23” copper chain
Copper alligator clasp

 tOOlS: 
Chainnose pliers
Round nose pliers
Wire cutters
Hammer

 teChniqueS:
Wirework
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Spiraling out of Control

Step 1:  Attach � 5mm copper jump ring to the end of the 
chain.  Attach the clasp to the jump ring.  Close 
the clasp, so you can easily find the middle of the 
necklace.

Step 2:  Using a 5mm jump ring, attach the copper dangle 
to the middle of the chain.

Step 3:  On an eye pin, string � seed bead, � corrugated 
copper, � green glass bead, � corrugated copper, 
� seed bead.  Form a second simple loop.  Attach 
to both sides of the chain approximately 2 inches 
above the copper dangle.

Step 4:  On an eye pin, string � seed bead, � green glass 
bead, � seed bead.  Create a wrapped loop.  Attach 
the wrapped loop to the oval jump ring.  Attach 
the jump ring at the same place as the copper 
dangle.

Step 5:  Create 3 simple spirals with copper wire.  Hammer.  
Attach the spirals to the simple loop created in 
step 4.

Step 6:  Create a tight wire coil with copper wire and slide 
it onto an eye pin.  Create a second simple loop.

Step 7:  Attach the coiled piece to both sides of the chain 
approximately � inch above the copper dangle. R

RESOURCES
Copper dangle, clasp, and chain:  Fire Mountain Gems, 
www.firemountaingems.com.  All other materials:  Bead 
Cache, 3307 S. College Ave., Unit �05, Fort Collins, CO  
80525; (970) 224-4322

MiChelle MaCh is the editor of Beading Daily.  She 
loves beading challenges!

Spirals
 To start a spiral (or scroll), make a small loop at the end of a wire with round-nose pliers (Figure �).

Enlarge the piece by holding onto the spiral with chain-nose pliers and pushing the wire over the previous spiral 
with your fingers for as many revolutions as desired (Figure 2) . 

 If desired, bend the tail wire 90° at the top of the spiral. Use as a head pin or form a simple loop to attach to 
other items (Figure 3) .
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